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Abstract
We present evidence that the universal Kovtun-Son-Starinets shear viscosity to entropy density
ratio of 1/4pi can be associated with a Rindler causal horizon in flat spacetime. Since there is no
known holographic (gauge/gravity) duality for this spacetime, a natural microscopic explanation
for this viscosity is in the peculiar properties of quantum entanglement. In particular, it is well-
known that the Minkowski vacuum state is a thermal state and carries an area entanglement
entropy density in the Rindler spacetime. Based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, we expect
a similar notion of viscosity arising from vacuum fluctuations. Therefore, we propose a holographic
Kubo formula in terms of a two-point function of the stress tensor of matter fields in the bulk.
We calculate this viscosity assuming a minimally coupled scalar field theory and find that the
ratio with respect to the entanglement entropy density is exactly 1/4pi in four dimensions. The
issues that arise in extending this result to non-minimally coupled scalar fields, higher spins, and
higher dimensions provide interesting hints about the relationship between entanglement entropy
and black hole entropy.
PACS numbers: 04.60.-m, 11.15.-q, 04.62.+v, 05.70.Ce
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the few low energy artifacts of quantum gravity we currently possess is that
the combination of the gravitational field equations and quantum field theory require black
holes to behave as thermodynamic objects. They have an entropy proportional to the
cross-sectional area of the event horizon divided by the square of the Planck length [1]
and a temperature due to quantum Hawking radiation [2]. The subsequent development
of the black hole membrane paradigm [3–5] showed that this behavior also extends to non-
equilibrium thermodynamics. The equations governing dynamical horizons seem to be those
of a viscous fluid, with apparent hydrodynamic transport coefficients such as viscosities. In
general though, the relationship between the dynamics of a fluid and the dynamics of any
black hole event horizon is just an analogy. The reason is that hydrodynamics is only a
valid effective theory of many-body systems on long spatial and time scales [6, 7]. This
basic criterion cannot be fulfilled even in the familiar example of a spherically symmetric
Schwarzschild horizon. This is the reason why the membrane paradigm relates the black
hole horizon to a fictitious fluid with unphysical negative bulk viscosity [8, 9].
However, there are black hole spacetimes where a large scale hydrodynamic limit ex-
ists. Important examples are black holes and branes in asymptotically Anti-de Sitter (AdS)
spacetimes. These have been extensively studied in the literature over the past decade due
to their role in the celebrated AdS/conformal field theory (CFT) correspondence [10, 11].
The correspondence relates (quantum) gravity in (D + 1)-dimensional asymptotically AdS
spacetimes to certain conformal field theories on the (d+1)-dimensional AdS boundary with
d = D− 1. In the duality, a classical black hole in AdS spacetime corresponds to a strongly
coupled thermal CFT on the boundary at the Hawking temperature. The large scale dy-
namics of the black hole therefore is dual to the hydrodynamics of the thermal gauge theory
[12].
Hydrodynamic transport coefficients such as viscosities are calculated from a microscopic
theory using “Kubo formulas”, which involve finite temperature Green’s functions of con-
served currents. This is not an easy calculation even at weak coupling (see for example, [13]),
and seems to be extremely hard at strong coupling. However, the duality picture allows one
to determine the transport coefficients of these strongly coupled theories in a fairly straight-
forward way by mapping the calculation of Green’s functions into a classical boundary value
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problem in the bulk spacetime [14]. An application of this mapping is that the transport
coefficients of the dual gauge theory can be calculated directly at the black hole horizon
from the membrane paradigm [15, 16]. A key early result that emerged from this work is
that, in the limit of infinite coupling, any (not necessarily conformal) gauge theory with an
Einstein gravity dual has a shear viscosity to entropy density ratio of η/s = ~/4πkB. This
value was conjectured by Kovtun, Son, and Starinets (KSS) to be a universal lower bound
[18]. Using the membrane formalism, general formulas have been recently developed which
characterize the shear viscosity of gauge theories with generalized gravity duals in terms of
an effective coupling of gravitons at the horizon [17].
Although the universal KSS ratio seems to be rooted in gravitational physics, curiously
it does not depend on the Newton constant GN . Furthermore, the ratio also appears to be
saturated even for a Rindler acceleration horizon in flat Minkowski spacetime [19], where
gravity is absent. Indeed, one can assume that, like a black hole, the Rindler causal horizon
can be endowed with a finite area entropy density s. Although there is no holographic duality
like AdS/CFT in this case, the hydrodynamic limit exists and a shear viscosity of ~s/4πkB
emerges when one studies the dynamics of the horizon using the membrane paradigm [8, 9].
However, in the absence of a clear holographic duality, the interpretation of this shear
viscosity to entropy density ratio seems to be unclear. For example, what is the underlying
fluid system that is being probed by these calculations?
The fluctuation-dissipation theorem links viscous dissipation to fluctuations of a thermal
equilibrium state. An attempt to interpret the viscous dissipation rate of a horizon in
terms of the quantized gravitational fluctuations of the horizon shear was already developed
many years ago [20]. Here we take a different approach, based on the notion of quantum
entanglement together with the properties of vacuum fluctuations.
It is well-known that observables restricted to the Rindler “wedge” of the global space-
time perceive the Minkowski vacuum to be a mixed thermal state at the Tolman-Unruh
temperature [21]. In addition, there is a corresponding statistical entanglement entropy for
matter fields in the Rindler wedge. This quantity is quadratically ultraviolet (UV) diver-
gent, due to the infinite redshift/blueshift at the horizon. When a cut-off is introduced, the
entropy scales not with volume of the wedge, but instead like the area of the horizon bound-
ary. Hence the Rindler wedge is equipped with thermodynamic properties, which seem to
be naturally encoded into a “pre-holographic” lower dimensional description associated with
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the horizon boundary.
On large scales this thermal vacuum state should behave as a fluid, with hydrodynamics
as an effective description. In this regime, we expect to find a holographic “entanglement
viscosity” which, when similarly cut off, scales exactly with the entanglement entropy so
that the KSS ratio is satisfied universally. To test this hypothesis, we propose a microscopic
Kubo-like formula for the shear viscosity associated with the fluid description of the vacuum
thermal state. The Kubo formula is constructed from the Green’s functions of the energy-
momentum stress tensor for the matter fields in the wedge. All quantum fields in nature
must contribute to the vacuum fluctuations and therefore to the entanglement entropy and
viscosity. For simplicity, we start by considering a free, minimally coupled scalar field theory.
Remarkably, we show that the ratio of our shear viscosity to the entanglement entropy
density is exactly the KSS ratio. This suggests that the KSS ratio may be a fundamental
holographic property of spacetime (rather than just of the aforementioned AdS black hole
solutions).
However, demonstrating the equivalence of the above defined ratio with the universal
KSS one would require extending it to different field theories and higher dimensions.We try
to generalize our approach with the simplest extension to a non-minimally coupled scalar
field theory. However, while the viscosity appears to be independent of the coupling to the
scalar curvature, the status of the entropy density in the literature is less clear, the issue
being closely tied to the general relationship between entanglement entropy and the black
hole entropy. Finally, we re-calculate the ratio in a higher dimensional spacetime. Here the
1/4π result is apparently not readily extendable and we shall discuss the possible reasons
why more work is needed in this direction (and the possible insights this investigation might
lead to).
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we review the thermal properties
of the Rindler wedge and the notion of entanglement entropy. In Section III, we discuss
two examples where a shear viscosity emerges from classical hydrodynamics applied to the
Rindler thermal state. This serves as a motivation for the Kubo formula developed in
Section IV. Section V contains our calculations for the free, non-minimally coupled scalar
field. We conclude in Section VI with the possible implications of our result, a discussion
of the relationship between entanglement entropy and black hole entropy, and extensions to
higher dimensions.
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II. THE RINDLER WEDGE AND ENTANGLEMENT
We start by reviewing the properties of the Rindler wedge associated with an accelerated
observer in Minkowski spacetime. Consider a general (D + 1)-dimensional flat manifold in
the Rindler coordinates Y A = (τ, ξ, xi), where i = 1..d (d is the number of transverse spatial
dimensions),
ds2 = gABdY
AdY B = κ2ξ2dτ 2 − dξ2 −
d∑
i=1
dxidxi. (1)
Here κ is an arbitrary constant with dimensions [L]−1 (we now work in units where ~ = c =
kB = 1) associated with the normalization of the timelike Killing vector ∂τ . The Rindler
metric can be obtained by a coordinate transformation of the usual Minkowski inertial
coordinates XA,
t = ξ sinh(κτ)
z = ξ cosh(κτ)
xi = xi. (2)
Unlike the global inertial coordinates XA, the Rindler coordinates only cover a “wedge”
subregion of Minkowski space where z > |t|. The timelike Killing flow ∂τ is equivalent to a
continuous boost in the z direction. The respective boost time parameter τ is proportional
to the proper time along the wordlines of the uniformly accelerated observer, defined by the
ξ = const hyperbolas. The null surface z = t acts just like the future event horizon of a
black hole since the points “inside” are causally disconnected from the accelerated observers.
The Rindler spacetime therefore mimics many of the properties of black holes in curved
spacetimes. This statement is true not only at the classical level, but also when quantum
effects are included. In the 1970’s it was realized that quantization of fields on the Rindler
spacetime (1) is inequivalent to the usual field quantization in full Minkowski spacetime.
The reason is that the Rindler Hamiltonian generates a flow in boost time. It follows that
the notion of the vacuum for the Rindler quantization must be different than the usual
Minkowski vacuum |0〉. A non-inertial observer will determine a different zero energy state,
called the Fulling-Rindler vacuum |F 〉 [22]. Unruh’s discovery [21] was that the ordinary
Minkowski vacuum |0〉 is precisely a thermal state in Rindler space.
The effect is rooted in the existence of the causal horizon. The trace over the unobservable
parts of the Hilbert space naturally leads to a mixed state, which for deep reasons tied to
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the Lorentz symmetry of the vacuum, turns out to be exactly thermal in any quantum field
theory [23]. The precise statement, which can be proved using path integral methods [24],
is that
〈0|OˆR(t, xi, z)|0〉 = Tr
[
e
2piHR
κ OˆR(τ, xi, ξ)
]
. (3)
Therefore, the Minkowski vacuum expectation value of any operator OˆR restricted to Rindler
wedge (i.e. z ≥ |t|) is equivalent to a thermal average at the constant Unruh-Tolman
temperature T0 = κ/2π. As said, the factor κ is an arbitrary rescaling factor for the proper
time τ , as such it can always be set to one. We shall however keep it explicit for the moment
as a bookkeeping quantity for the Rindler wedge temperature.
Since the vacuum is a thermal state in the Rindler wedge, one can study the entropy
associated with this system. This idea goes back to two seemingly different calculations by ’t
Hooft [25] and Bombelli, Koul, Lee, and Sorkin (BKLS) [26]. ’t Hooft calculated the thermal
partition function at the Hawking temperature for a scalar field outside a very massive
Schwarzschild black hole, which the Rindler spacetime closely approximates. Since the local
Unruh temperature T = T0(κξ)
−1 = (2πξ)−1 diverges at the horizon, the entropy diverges
as well and must be regularized by replacing the horizon with a “brick wall” boundary
condition. The resulting entropy scales like the cross-sectional area of the horizon.
Separately, BKLS pointed out that there is also generic statistical von Neumann entropy
Sent = −Trρˆ ln ρˆ, (4)
where ρˆ is an entanglement density matrix that results from tracing over the unobservable
regions of the Hilbert space. This entropy exists even at zero temperature and in gen-
eral scales like the area of the horizon boundary. Therefore it must be regularized with a
ultraviolet (UV) cutoff, which yields in four spacetime dimensions Sent ∼ A/ℓ2c .
For the spacetimes with a causal horizon, the thermal and quantum pictures of the
entropy turn out to be equivalent because, as we saw in (3), the density matrix ρˆ is precisely
a thermal Gibbs state. Since a natural choice for the UV cutoff is roughly the Planck
length, the entanglement entropy should be an important part of the Bekenstein-Hawking
(BH) entropy. However, in general, all quantum fields will make a contribution to the
entanglement entropy. This leads to the so called “species problem”: the entanglement
entropy depends on the number and type of fields, while the BH entropy is universally
A/4ℓ2p.
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However, the entanglement entropy can be thought of as a one-loop quantum correction
to the classical, tree-level BH entropy. The quadratic divergence in the entanglement entropy
seems to match the quadratic divergence that appears in the renormalization of the Newton
constant [27–30]. Thus, the species problem might be solved by taking the Newton constant
in the BH entropy to be the renormalized Newton constant. In this context, an attractive
idea is that there is no tree-level gravitational entropy and that entanglement entropy (or in
general the matter contribution to the entropy) is all the BH entropy [28, 31]. This would
imply the Newton constant and gravity itself is entirely “induced” by quantum matter
fluctuations, as first argued by Sakharov [32].
III. RINDLER WEDGE HYDRODYNAMICS
In this section we will review two examples where a shear viscosity emerges from the
hydrodynamics of the Rindler wedge. In the first example a global Rindler spacetime is
being perturbed on a large scale with the dynamics governed by Einstein equation [8, 9].
To work conveniently at the horizon we rewrite the metric (1) in Eddington-Finkelstein like
coordinates with the following parametrization
v = τ + (2κ)−1 ln(r)
r = κξ2
x˜i = κ−1xi, (5)
so that the metric has the form
ds2 = κrdv2 − dvdr − κ2
d∑
i=1
dx˜idx˜i. (6)
Consider a uniform boost of the Rindler spacetime (6) in x˜i directions, which is an isometry
of the vacuum state. The result is a boosted metric
ds2 = κruµuνdx˜
µdx˜ν − uµdx˜µdr − κ2Pµνdx˜µdx˜ν , (7)
where the (d + 1)-dimensional set of coordinates is x˜µ = (v, x˜i), the (d + 1)-dimensional
vector uµ = (γ, γvi) (i.e. uξ = 0), and the projection tensor Pµν = ηµν + uµuν . One can
think of this bulk spacetime as describing a general flow of the thermal state with velocity
vi with respect to the frame of a static observer.
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Now imagine, for example, gravitational waves are impinging on the system. To parame-
terize the perturbations, we can take uµ(x˜µ) and κ(x˜µ) (thereby associating a scale with κ),
so that the temperature and (d+1)-velocity of the flow are slowly varying functions of the x˜µ
coordinates. In particular, the hydrodynamic limit requires the scale L of the perturbations
to satisfy L≫ κ−1. The metric
ds2 = κ(x˜)r uµ(x˜)uν(x˜)dx˜
µdx˜ν − uµ(x˜)dx˜µdr − κ2(x˜)Pµνdx˜µdx˜ν (8)
is no longer flat and hence does not satisfy RAB = 0. However we can obtain a solution (at
least in principle) to the vacuum Einstein equations working order by order in a derivative
expansion. We take u(εx˜µ) and κ(εx˜µ) where ε is a book keeping factor (set to unity at the
end of calculations) to keep track of derivatives of temperature and velocity. For example,
at lowest order there should be solution to the equations RAB = 0 +O(ε
2) of the form
gAB = g
(0)
AB + εg
(1)
AB(∂u, ∂κ), (9)
where g
(1)
AB is a O(ε) correction to the metric (8).
In the membrane paradigm, we want to consider the subset of (d + 1) vacuum Einstein
equations projected into the Rindler horizon
Rµνℓ
ν = 0, (10)
where ℓµ is the null normal to the horizon. At lowest order, ℓµ = uµ. Note that uµ is unit
normalized with respect to the flat metric ηµν , but is null on the horizon (r = 0) of the full
bulk metric. Using the horizon Gauss-Codazzi equations and the membrane paradigm, this
set of Einstein equations can be expressed solely in terms of horizon geometrical variables -
i.e. the extrinsic curvature components (the horizon shear, expansion, surface gravity) and
intrinsic metric of the horizon surface. At the lowest orders in ε, it is sufficient to calculate
these quantities directly from the metric (8), the near-horizon data, and a choice of gauge.
For example, the horizon shear is just the fluid shear, which is given by the symmetric,
trace-free transverse part of ∂µuν
σ˜µν = P
σ
µP
τ
ν (∂σuτ + ∂τuσ − 2/d ηστ∂γuγ), (11)
and the horizon expansion is
θ˜ = ∂µu
µ + duµ∂µ ln κ. (12)
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Remarkably, up to O(ε2) the Einstein equations (10) imply
Rµνℓ
ν = ∂νT(F )
ν
µ
= 0, (13)
where ∂νT(F )
ν
µ
= 0 are the hydrodynamic equations of a viscous conformal fluid living on
a flat Minkowski metric in one less dimension. In general, a viscous fluid stress tensor has
the form of a perfect fluid, plus shear and expansion terms that are first order in ε
T(F )
ν
µ
= ǫuµuν + P (δ
µ
ν + u
µuν)− 2ησµν − ξB(∂σuσ)δµν . (14)
Here ξB = 0, consistent with the conformal condition that T
µ
µ = 0, while the shear viscosity
is η = v/16πGN [9], where v is a scalar area density associated with the horizon. Assuming
a Bekenstein-Hawking area entropy density v/4GN , the shear viscosity to entropy density
ratio turns out to be precisely the KSS ratio.
The second example is the proposal (first due to [33] and expanded upon in [19]) that
the Einstein equations and macroscopic spacetime dynamics are just the thermodynamics of
the local vacuum state. The idea is to impose a general entropy balance law on the vacuum
state in Rindler wedge, since it has temperature and entropy. One assumes a finite entropy
density s per unit horizon area, with s possibly dependent on the field content. When the
thermal density matrix ρˆ at temperature T0 in (3) is perturbed, the change in entanglement
entropy is related to the change in mean energy via
dS = δ〈E〉/T0 + δN, (15)
where the additional δN is an irreversible internal entropy production term, or “uncompen-
sated heat”. Using linear constitutive relations between fluxes of momentum in a fluid and
the thermodynamic “forces” given by gradients of a fluid velocity, the entropy production
term can be expressed in terms of the squared shear σ˜µν and expansion θ˜ of the flow
δN =
2η
T0
σ˜µν σ˜
µν +
ξB
T0
θ˜2, (16)
where η and ξB are the shear and bulk viscosities respectively [34, 35]. Because the change
in the mean energy is due to the flux into the unobservable region of spacetime, which is
perfectly thermalized by the horizon system, it is assumed to consist entirely of heat. Thus,
we have the thermodynamic entropy balance law dS = δQ/T0+δN . The second assumption
consists in the fact that this relation should hold for all causal horizons, with δQ as the flow
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of boost matter energy across the horizon. Since the area of the horizon is no longer fixed,
the spacetime must become dynamical.
In a general spacetime, a local horizon can be defined in analogy with a black hole horizon.
A global definition of the latter is the boundary of the causal past of future null infinity. The
segment of a black hole horizon to the causal past of a spatial cross-section is the boundary
of the past of that cross section. A local horizon at a point p is defined in a similar way:
choose a spacelike 2-surface patch B including p, and choose one side of the boundary of
the causal past of B. Near p, this boundary is a congruence of null geodesics orthogonal to
B, which comprises the horizon.
The equivalence principle implies the spacetime in the neighborhood of any point p is
approximately flat. In this patch of spacetime one can always construct a local Rindler
wedge and associate the boundary of the causal past of B with the local Rindler horizon.
At p the expansion and shear of the horizon in terms of the local boost Killing vector χµ
automatically vanish, because p is a fixed point of the local boost flow. This defines the
notion of local equilibrium.
To compute the entropy change δS = sδA, one must follow the area change of the horizon
(here we assume a four dimensional bulk spacetime)
δA =
∫
θ dλd2A, (17)
where θ = d(ln d2A)/dλ is the expansion of the congruence of null geodesics generating the
horizon and λ is an affine parameter along the geodesics. Using the Raychaudhuri equation,
dθ
dλ
= −1
2
θ2 − σµνσµν −Rµνkµkν , (18)
the entropy change is given up to O(λ2) by the series expansion
δS = s
∫ [
θ − λ
(
1
2
θ2 + σµνσ
µν +Rµνk
µkν
)]
p
dλd2A. (19)
Here kµ = −λ−1χµ is affinely parameterized tangent vector to the horizon, and σ is the
shear with respect to the affine flow. Note that all quantities in the integrand are evaluated
at p. The heat flux across the horizon has the form
δQ
T0
= 2π
∫
TMµνk
µkν(−λ)dλd2A, (20)
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where TMµν is the matter stress tensor. If it is required that the entropy balance law holds
at all points p, we first find that the affine expansion at p must vanish since the heat flux
(20) vanishes at p. At O(λ) the integrands of (20) and (19) then imply the relation
(2π)TMµνk
µkν = sRµνk
µkν , (21)
describing reversible processes, and the identification
δN =
s
κ
∫
σ˜µν σ˜
µνdτd2A (22)
in the irreversible sector, where in the above expression we have substituted the affine expan-
sion and shear with their Killing analogues: θ˜ = −κλ θ and σ˜ = −κλ σ. Now, comparison
of (22) with (16) implies η = sT0/2κ = s/4π, which is exactly the KSS ratio.
Furthermore, Eqn. (21) holds for all null vectors kµ. This implies
Rµν + Φgµν = (2π/s) T
M
µν (23)
where Φ is a so far undetermined function. The free function Φ can be fixed if it is assumed
that the matter stress tensor is divergence free, corresponding to the usual local conserva-
tion of matter energy. Taking the divergence of both sides of (23) and using the contracted
Bianchi identity ∇νRµν = 12∇µR we then find that Φ = −12R−Λ, corresponding to the Ein-
stein equation with undetermined cosmological constant Λ. The derived equation describing
reversible changes matches the Einstein equation, with Newton’s constant determined by the
entropy density s,
GN =
1
4s
, (24)
or conversely, s = 1/4GN = 1/4L
2
P . This also implies that the shear viscosity is 1/16πGN
and that the dissipative term (22) can be exactly identified with the well-known Hartle-
Hawking formula for the tidal heating of a classical black hole [36–40].
It seems that once we demand a finite area entropy density for Rindler horizons, an
entropy balance law can naturally imply gravity. This would more generally indicate that
any Lorentz invariant quantum field theory with a UV cutoff (and therefore a finite entropy
and a large, but finite number of degrees of freedom) must have gravity. Interestingly,
this sort of induced gravity is consistent with the AdS/CFT correspondence. In the usual
formulation, the CFT on the boundary has no cutoff and infinite entanglement entropy.
This corresponds to the case where G
(d+1)
N = 0 and the CFT on the boundary is not coupled
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to gravity. Introducing a cutoff to the CFT corresponds to a brane in the AdS bulk that
cuts off the region from some radial coordinate r0 to infinity. The dual CFT on the brane
is coupled to gravity and has a finite entanglement entropy that seems to match the BH
entropy [41].
IV. MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION AND KUBO FORMULA
Together the two examples above provide a mutually consistent picture of a shear viscosity
coefficient emerging from large scale perturbations of the Rindler thermal state. Typically, in
classical hydrodynamics the viscosities are phenomenological coefficients, either measured
directly in the laboratory or calculated by matching to a microscopic description of the
fluid system. However, in the above examples, our classical calculations require both the
entropy density and the viscosity to have a trivial relation to the observed low energy
Newton constant. All the dependence on the number and nature of the quantum fields is
apparently absorbed into this quantity. In order to explore this unexpected universality
further, we would like to find a microscopic description for the shear viscosity in terms of
the fluctuations of a thermal state in a finite temperature quantum theory.
First, it is instructive to consider calculations of viscosity in the AdS/CFT (or more
generally, “gauge/gravity”) correspondence. In this case, η and s are the viscosity and
entropy density of an infinitely strongly coupled (d + 1)-dimensional finite temperature
gauge theory with a dual gravitational description in terms of a black hole or brane in AdS
spacetime. The gauge theory lives in flat Minkowski spacetime and is thought of as being
on the hologram at the AdS boundary. In the duality prescription, a massless field ϕ in
the bulk spacetime is dual to an operator O in the boundary field theory. In particular,
perturbations of the bulk field act as sources for the field theory operators on the boundary
via the coupling ∫
ϕ0O dd+1x, (25)
where ϕ0 is the boundary value. For small perturbations, determining the change of the
expectation value of O is a well-known problem in time dependent perturbation theory. In
Fourier space (k0, ~k) the result is [42]
〈δO(k0, ~k)〉 = GR(k0, ~k)ϕ0(k0, ~k), (26)
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where GR is the retarded two point thermal Green’s function (the brackets represent a
thermal average) of O,
GR(k
0, ~k) =
∫
dtddxeik
0te−i
~k·~xθ(t)〈[O(x),O(0)]〉. (27)
On the other hand, linear response theory [35] implies that in the large scale limit k0, ~k → 0
〈δO(k0, ~k)〉 = χ∂tϕ0, (28)
where χ is some generic phenomenological transport coefficient. Matching these two de-
scriptions, one finds the Kubo formula
χ = lim
k0→0
1
k0
ImGR(k
0, ~k = 0). (29)
Therefore, generic dissipative transport phenomena are described by fluctuations about the
thermal equilibrium state. In the case of shear viscosity, the relevant field operator O is
the stress tensor T xy (or, in general, the trace-free spatial parts of T µν , see (14)), while
the classical source ϕ is identified with corresponding transverse metric perturbations, for
example hxy.
The prescription for computing the retarded Green’s function is to first solve the pertur-
bation equations for hµν , subject to the Dirichlet condition at the asymptotic boundary and
requiring at the horizon the field be purely ingoing [43]. From the on-shell action, one can
derive [16]
χ = lim
kµ→0
lim
r→∞
Π(r, k0, ~k)
ik0ϕ(r, k0, ~k)
, (30)
where Π is the radial canonical momentum conjugate to the field. In the low frequency limit
it turns out that radial evolution of Π is trivial. Essentially all the relevant physics is at
the horizon and this is the natural place to evaluate the above quantity. In the near-horizon
limit the geometry of a black hole solution dual to a gauge theory thermal state reduces to
the Rindler metric. Furthermore, in the membrane paradigm, the condition that fields be
regular at the horizon immediately fixes the shear viscosity in terms of the coupling constant
for transverse gravitons. In Einstein gravity, the result is simply the universal gravitational
coupling η = (16πGN)
−1 (which matches the results discussed in Section II), while in higher
derivative theories one can derive a formula for η in terms of horizon quantities similar to
Wald’s Noether charge formula for the entropy [17].
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In flat Rindler space, there is no holographic duality of the AdS/CFT type, i.e. no string
theoretic mapping between classical bulk fields and operators in a strongly coupled theory
and no timelike boundary surface at infinity capable of supporting a dual holographic theory.
Therefore the type of constructions reviewed above for calculating Green’s functions do not
appear to be available to us. However, as we have seen, there is a type of holography at
the horizon due to entanglement when observables in the vacuum state are restricted to a
subregion. For example, the entropy of fields in the Rindler wedge is naturally associated
with the horizon boundary. Since the degrees of freedom in the wedge are packed into
this membrane surface, the physics of the bulk spacetime can be effectively reduced to a
lower dimensional description associated with a “stretched horizon” boundary. Therefore
the shear viscosity associated with the Rindler horizon must be induced by the matter fields
in the quantum vacuum state, just like the entanglement entropy.
The dual lower dimensional description of the vacuum state and the near-horizon degrees
of freedom are characterized by the stress-energy tensor (14) and as such can be associated
to a strongly coupled thermal CFT living effectively on the flat Minkowski metric ds2 =
ηµνdx
µdxν = dτ 2 −∑i dxidxi. In addition, we expect the total energy-momentum in the
bulk Rindler space should be the total energy-momentum of the dual description.
In Rindler space the explicit translational symmetry in the z (or ξ) direction is broken.
However, the symmetry in the other directions remains, so that the Lagrangian of a field
theory must be invariant under
xµ → xµ + aµ. (31)
Using the Noether theorem we can write a canonical energy-momentum tensor for the bulk
fields in the Rindler spacetime
T(R)
µ
ν =
∂LR
∂(∂µψ)
∂νψ − δµνLR, (32)
where ψ represents a generic matter field. This stress tensor is conserved quantity in the flat
spacetime sense: ∂µTR
µ
ν = 0. Note that the Lagrangian density is LR =
√−gLMink (where
LMink is the field Lagrangian in Minkowski spacetime) and evaluates to LR = κξLMink.
Therefore, the canonical energy-momentum tensor for the Rindler wedge is κξ times the
(µν) components of usual Minkowski space stress tensor, T µν .
On large scales, the holographic state must be described by a conserved lower dimensional
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stress tensor operator 〈Tˆ (d+1)µν〉,
∂µ〈Tˆ (d+1)µν〉 = 0. (33)
Here the brackets represent a thermal average Z−1Tr(ρTˆ (d+1)µν ) at the Tolman-Unruh
temperature, which by (3) is equivalent to the Minkowski vacuum expectation value
〈0|Tˆ (d+1)µν |0〉. As a simple ansatz we assume
〈Tˆ (d+1)µν 〉 =
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ 〈Tˆ(R)µν〉 =
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ κξ〈Tˆ µν 〉, (34)
that the energy-momentum density in the lower dimensional description is a radial integral
of the bulk quantities, which as usual must be cut off at a stretched horizon located at
proper distance ℓc from the true horizon in order to be rendered finite.
This prescription is consistent with the literature on thermodynamic quantities in Rindler
wedge. The Minkowski vacuum expectation value 〈0|TˆAB |0〉 for free spin-0, spin-1/2 and spin-
1 fields in the Rindler wedge was calculated long ago [44]. To regularize the stress tensor
operator, one can impose a Fulling-Rindler subtraction
〈F |TˆAB |F 〉 = 0. (35)
As expected, one finds that the Minkowski vacuum expectation value has the form of a
perfect fluid stress tensor. For example, in four spacetime dimensions the bulk energy
density for a scalar field has the Planckian form
ǫ(ξ) =
π2T 4
30
=
1
480π2ξ4
. (36)
From our ansatz (34), we find an energy density that appropriately scales like the area of
the horizon boundary [45]
ǫ2+1 =
κ
960π2ℓ2c
. (37)
Using the Gibbs relation ǫ + P = sT , and equation of state ǫ = 3P for the massless bulk
scalar field, we find the entropy density s obeys
s =
2π3
45
T 3 =
1
180πξ3
. (38)
Integrating over ξ from ℓc to ∞ to find the effective area entropy yields
s =
1
360πℓ2c
, (39)
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which agrees with standard results in the literature for the brick wall/entanglement en-
tropy [25, 27, 45].
If we apply the formalism of viscous hydrodynamics to this system, the shear viscosity
should be given by the Kubo formula (29) in terms of the effective stress tensor of the lower
dimensional theory associated with the horizon
η = lim
ω→0
1
ω
∫
dτddxeiωτθ(τ)〈[T d+1xy (τ, x, y), T d+1xy (0)]〉, (40)
where ω is a Rindler frequency. Using our ansatz that the lower dimensional densities are
radial integrals of the bulk matter stress-tensor, we arrive at the following formula
η = lim
ω→0
1
ω
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ′
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ
∫
dτddxeiωτθ(τ)κ2ξξ′〈[Txy(τ, x, y, ξ), Txy(0, ξ′)]〉. (41)
Since we have translational invariance in (τ, x, y), we can safely choose one of the points to be
at τ = x = y = 0, so that the most general expression is a function GRxy,xy(τ, x, y, ξ, ξ
′). This
type of expression is similar to those developed in [47]. The authors showed that correlation
functions of certain operators expressed as an integral of a density over a sub-volume of
Minkowski are UV divergent and scale like the horizon/boundary area. As an example, they
found the heat capacity due to entanglement in the Rindler wedge.
As a first test case of our viscosity formula, we consider the thermal state to consist
of a free, minimally coupled scalar field in a four dimensional Rindler spacetime. One
apparent problem with this choice is that the shear viscosity in an free field theory is typically
ill-defined. In physical terms, shear viscosity measures the rate of transverse momentum
diffusion between the elements of a fluid. Although the quasi-particle description in kinetic
theory is not a good one in a strongly coupled system, we can gain some guidance by thinking
of shear viscosity as a diffusion process. One can show that η ∼ ǫlmfp, where lmfp is the mean
free path of the fluid. Since in a free field theory the mean free path diverges, η diverges as
well. This is just a consequence of the breakdown of the effective hydrodynamic theory.
On the other hand, in our case the equivalence principle implies a field theory in Rindler
space can be thought of as being in a constant gravitational field. As we argued in Section
II, imposing a UV cutoff on this system seems to introduce gravitational dynamics. If the
cutoff is placed near the Planck length (as we suspect) the gravitational dynamics is strongly
coupled there. The idea is that the dominant effect in the relaxation of the vacuum thermal
state is the strongly coupled gravitational interaction. This also seems to explain how there
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can be universality in the result for η. In principle, all quantum matter fields should be
present in the the vacuum state. However, the ratio η/s should be 1/4π regardless of the
type of quantum fields in the wedge or the dimension of the spacetime. Since gravity interacts
with all fields in the same way, it should not make a difference whether we consider the soup
of fields to be made up of a free scalar field, free fermions, or some type of interacting fields.
V. VISCOSITY CALCULATION
Since the thermal average is at the Tolman-Unruh temperature T0, by (3) it is equivalent
to an ordinary Minkowski vacuum expectation value
〈0|[Txy(τ, x, y, ξ), Txy(0, ξ′)]|0〉 (42)
which makes calculations much simpler. One can compute the correlator in the Minkowski
vacuum state, change from inertial coordinates XA to Rindler coordinates Y A and then
perform the Fourier transform. The Minkowski stress tensor for a free, massless scalar field
has the form
TAB =
∂L
∂(∂Aϕ)
∂Bϕ− δABL, (43)
where L = gAB∂Aϕ∂Bϕ. One can insert this in Eqn. (41) which is in terms of the retarded
Green’s function, but it is also possible to write the Kubo formula in terms of different types
of Green’s functions. Since the thermal Green’s functions satisfy the relation [43]
G1(ω,p) = − coth
( ω
2T
)
ImGR(ω,p), (44)
where the G’s represent Green’s functions constructed from any local bosonic operator, one
can also work with the symmetrized Schrodinger-Hadamard correlator of the stress tensor
G1(ω,p) . So we have, for example
η =
1
2T0
lim
ω→0
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ′
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ
∫
eiωτdt
∫
d2xκ2ξξ′G1xy,xy(τ, x, y, ξ, ξ
′). (45)
Furthermore, in the hydrodynamic limit (ω,k ≪ ~−1T0) the symmetrized correlator is not
different from the Wightman correlator
G+xy,xy = 〈Tˆxy(τ, x, y, ξ, ξ′)Tˆxy(0, 0, 0, ξ′)〉. (46)
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At the quantum level the difference between the correlators in frequency space is smaller
than the correlators themselves by the factor ω/T , and the hydrodynamic limit here is
exactly where ω ≪ T [46].
In practice, we found it was easiest to work with the Wightman correlator. We first
expand the scalar field operator into the usual set of normal mode solutions to the Klein-
Gordon field equation
ϕˆ(t,x) =
∫
dd+1p
(2π)d+1
√
2ω
[
a(p)eip·x−iωt + a†(p)e−ip·x+iωt
]
, (47)
where ω = |p| and a(p) and a†(p) are creation and annihilation operators. Inserting this
into the Wightman function, we find
G+xy,xy(t, x, y, z, z
′) =
∫
d3pd3qd3p′d3q′
4(2π)12
√
pp′qq′
pxqyp
′
xq
′
y〈0| · · · |0〉 (48)
where the · · · represent sixteen terms involving combinations of four creation and anni-
hilation operators and exponentials of the momenta. However, the only two terms that
contribute are
〈0|a(p)a†(q)a(p′)a†(q′)|0〉e−i(Pµ−Qµ)xµe−i(P ′µ−Q′µ)x′µ
+〈0|a(p)a(q)a†(p′)a†(q′)|0〉e−i(Pµ+Qµ)xµei(P ′µ+Q′µ)x′µ , (49)
where Pµ = (|p|,p) and x′µ = (0, 0, 0, z′). Using the commutation relation
[a(p), a†(p′)] = (2π)d+1δd+1(p− p′), (50)
we find that
〈0|a(p)a†(q)a(p′)a†(q′)|0〉 = (2π)6δ3(p′ − q′)δ3(p− q) (51)
and
〈0|a(p)a(q)a†(p′)a†(q′)|0〉 = (2π)6 (δ3(p− p′)δ3(q − q′) + δ3(q − p′)δ3(p− q′)) . (52)
Putting this together and integrating gives
G+xy,xy(t, x, y, z, z
′) =
∫
d3pd3q
4(2π)6
1
pq
[
(p2xq
2
y + pxpyqxqy)e
−i(Pµ+Qµ)(xµ−x′µ) + pxpyqxqy
]
. (53)
The last term, which comes from the first piece in (49) seems to give an infinite contribution
in general. It is associated with the summation over the zero point modes and would
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be absent if we had followed the usual prescription of normal ordering the stress tensor
operator so that its expectation value is set to zero. Instead, if we use the Fulling-Rindler
subtraction (35) these Casimir type terms must be present. In the present case, however, the
integration over this term over the momentum space gives zero identically. This is consistent
with the perfect fluid form of expectation value of Tˆµν , whose (xy) components are zero in
the equilibrium rest frame.
In order to deal with the remaining term, note that the Wightman function for the scalar
field operator is
G+(t, x, y, z, z′) = 〈0|ϕ(t, x, y, z)ϕ(0, 0, 0, z′)|0〉 =
∫
d3p
2p(2π)3
e−iPµ(x
µ−x′µ). (54)
Therefore the Wightman function of the stress tensor can be expressed in terms of derivatives
of the scalar field Wightman function
G+xy,xy(t, x, y, z, z
′) = (∂2xG
+(t, x, y, z, z′))(∂2yG
+(t, x, y, z, z′))
+(∂x∂yG
+(t, x, y, z, z′))(∂x∂yG
+(t, x, y, z, z′)). (55)
The scalar Wightman function for a massless field has the form [48]
−1
4π2
1
λ+ ǫ(t)iǫ
(56)
where λ = −t2+x2+y2+(z− z′)2 is the spacetime interval between the two points and ǫ(t)
is sign function (+1 if t > 0, -1 if t < 0). The iǫ prescription for dealing with the singularity
here is interpreted as
lim
ǫ→0
1
λ± iǫ = P/λ∓ iπδ(λ), (57)
where P represents the Cauchy principal value. Using (55) we find the Wightman function
for the stress tensor is
G+xy,xy(τ, x, y, ξ, ξ
′) =
1
16π4
(
128x2y2
(λ+ iǫ)6
− 16x
2
(λ+ iǫ)5
− 16y
2
(λ+ iǫ)5
+
4
(λ+ iǫ)4
)
(58)
where we have used (2) to re-express the interval in Rindler coordinates: λ = ξ2 −
2ξξ′ cosh(κτ) + ξ′2 + x2 + y2.
We want to calculate the Fourier transform into Rindler frequency and momentum (taking
the zero momentum limit)
G˜+xy,xy(ω, ξ, ξ
′) =
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ′
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ
∫ ∞
−∞
eiωτdτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
∫ ∞
−∞
dy κ2ξξ′ G+xy,xy(τ, x, y, ξ, ξ
′). (59)
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We first make a coordinate change to
x = ρ cos(θ) (60)
y = ρ sin(θ) (61)
so that the integrations over the x and y directions become
∫ ∞
0
ρdρ
∫ 2π
0
dθ. (62)
After integrating over the angular direction (59) becomes
G˜+xy,xy(ω, ξ, ξ
′) =
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ′
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ
∫ ∞
−∞
eiωτdτ
∫ ∞
0
dρκ2ξξ′
(
2ρ5
π3(ρ2 + α)6
− 2ρ
3
π3(ρ2 + α)5
+
ρ
2π3(ρ2 + α)4
)
, (63)
where α = ξ2+ ξ′2− 2ξξ′ cosh(κτ) + iǫ. Since α is complex valued, the integration of ρ over
the real axis is well-defined and yields
G˜+xy,xy(ω, ξ, ξ
′) =
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ′
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ
∫ ∞
−∞
eiωτdτ
1
30π2
κ2ξξ′
(ξ2 + ξ′2 − 2ξξ′ cosh(κτ))3 . (64)
This function has a periodicity in the τ coordinate due to the cosh function. We need a
prescription for dealing with the poles, which are always on the real axis at
τ0 = ±κ−1 ln(ξ/ξ′). (65)
The usual way for handling these types of integrations is to assume τ is a complex variable
and that the contour for the integration in the complex τ plane should be rectangular. One
horizontal piece is along the real axis (the part we want), the other in the opposite direction
at τ = i2π/κ to keep the cosh function invariant. Because of this fact there are also poles
at
τ0 = ±κ−1 ln(ξ/ξ′) + 2πi/κ. (66)
The vertical parts are at τ = i∞ and do not contribute. The result will be the sum of the
residues enclosed in the contour,
I = 2πi(1− e−2πω/κ)−1 Σ(res), (67)
where I is the integral in (64).
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There are multiple choices we can make for this contour depending on which poles we
choose to enclose. However, it turns out we have to include an even number of the poles
(two or all four) in order to preserve the symmetry of the integrand under the interchange of
ξ and ξ′. In the case of the Wightman function, we have the explicit iǫ prescription, which
is to include both poles on the real axis in the contour (by pushing them up), while leaving
out the ones at 2πi/κ. Computing the residues, and taking the ω → 0 limit, we find
G˜+xy,xy(0, ξ, ξ
′) =
ξξ′κ
30π3
−3(ξ4 − ξ′4) + 2ξ4 ln(ξ/ξ′) + 8ξ2ξ′2 ln(ξ/ξ′) + 2ξ′4 ln(ξ/ξ′)
(ξ2 − ξ′2)5 . (68)
Next, we must perform the radial integrations over ξ and ξ′. The first integration of (68)
over ξ gives
G˜+xy,xy(0, ξ
′) =
κ
240π2
ξ′4 + 4ℓ2cξ
′2 − 5ℓ4c + 4ℓ4c ln(ℓc/ξ′) + 8ℓ2cξ′2 ln(ℓc/ξ′)
(ℓ2c − ξ′2)4
. (69)
Integrating this expression over ξ′ and multiplying by the overall (2T0)
−1 = π/κ in (45), we
ultimately arrive at
η =
1
1440π2ℓ2c
, (70)
which, as expected, is divergent in the limit ℓc → 0 and scales in ℓc as a 2 + 1 quantity.
The final task is to compare this result with the entanglement entropy density for the
wedge. Comparing with our η in (70) with the entanglement entropy density calculated
previously (39), we find
η/s = 1/4π. (71)
The UV cutoff length cancels out and we are left with exactly the KSS ratio.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have argued that the universal shear viscosity to entropy density ratio
of 1/4π is also associated with a Rindler causal horizon in a flat (either globally or locally)
spacetime. Its appearance in this case is mysterious since there is no gravity and the familiar
formalism of AdS/CFT holography is completely absent. In order to provide a microscopic
basis for this result, we have turned to the properties of quantum entanglement and vacuum
fluctuations. Namely, when a quantum state is restricted to a sub-region of the spacetime
(in this case Minkowski vacuum state in the Rindler wedge), quantum fluctuations of this
state have a dual, thermal description associated with the horizon boundary. An effective
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description of the large-scale dynamics of this vacuum thermal state is always provided by
hydrodynamics. To this end, we have developed a simple Kubo-like formula for the viscosity
induced on the horizon in terms of a two point stress-energy tensor correlation function for
the quantum fields in the Rindler wedge. We calculated this quantity in the simplest case
of a free massless scalar field in a four dimensional spacetime and found the ratio of our η
to the entanglement entropy s is exactly 1/4π1.
Our result suggests that the 1/4π ratio might be a fundamental property of quantum
entanglement and its associated holography. It also provides support for the hypothesis that
semi-classical gravity on macroscopic scales is induced or emergent as an effective theory of
some lower dimensional, strongly coupled quantum system with a large number of degrees
of freedom. In this picture, the 1/4π ratio is saturated in gauge theories with an Einstein
gravity dual because 1) they have an area (BH) entropy and 2) as we mentioned at the end
of Section III, in the large N limit the number of degrees of freedom diverges and gravity is
turned off as the Newton constant goes zero.
It would be useful to understand if our results can be extended to more general quantum
field theories and to higher dimensional spacetimes. Since all fields in nature contribute in
principle to the vacuum fluctuations, our hypothesis is that the η/s ratio is 1/4π universally
for any matter field. Also, the arguments of Section III can be extended to any dimen-
sion; since the BH entropy density is (4GDN)
−1 and η = (16πGDN)
−1 for a general spacetime
dimension D, the ratio should not depend on the number of dimensions.2
As a simple first check of a different field theory, we considered a massless, but now
non-minimally coupled scalar field given by the action
Is =
1
2
∫ √−g(∇Aϕ∇Aϕ− ξCRϕ2). (72)
1 Note that, strictly speaking, we have not proven our result is independent of the regularization scheme
used on η and s. However, we do not expect the choice of regularization to matter since both divergences
arise in the same radial integration over the local energy-momentum density.
2 In the old membrane paradigm of Damour, Price, and Thorne, the ratio of the shear viscosity coefficient
to entropy density is indeed 1/4pi regardless of dimension. This is because the Hartle-Hawking tidal
coefficient is 1/16piGD (otherwise independent of dimension), while s is always 1/4GD. Note however that
one has to be careful when identifying this ratio with the KSS ratio, since in the Schwarzschild spacetime
a hydrodynamic long wavelength expansion is not possible.
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In the flat spacetime limit, the stress tensor reduces to
TAB = ∂Aϕ∂Bϕ− 1
2
ηAB(∂ϕ)
2 − 2ξC∂A(ϕ∂Bϕ) + 2ξCηAB∇C(ϕ∇Cϕ). (73)
Repeating the steps at the beginning of Section IV, we arrive at the following for the Wight-
man function of the stress tensor G+xy,xy(τ, x, y, ξ, ξ
′) in terms of the scalar field Wightman
function G(τ, x, y, ξ, ξ)
G+xy,xy(τ, x, y, ξ, ξ
′) = (1− 2ξC)2(∂2xG+)(∂2yG+)− 4ξ(1− 2ξ)(∂xG+)(∂x∂2yG+)
−4ξ(1− 2ξ)(∂yG+)(∂2x∂yG+) + 4ξ2CG+(∂2x∂2yG+) + (1− 4ξC + 8ξ2C)(∂x∂yG+)(∂x∂yG+).(74)
Inserting in the form of the Wightman function (56), we can calculate the Fourier transform
in (59). Integrating over x and y as before, we find (63) again. The dependence on the
coupling to the scalar curvature ξC vanishes in the low momentum regime, and therefore η
is not changed.
There are different results in the literature for the entropy density s of a non-minimally
coupled scalar field. In [29], the authors worked in the brick-wall approach, calculating
the density of states for a thermal field outside the horizon. In this case, since the scalar
curvature on the background spacetime is always zero, the ξC dependence drops out of the
scalar field equation and the entropy density is unchanged. This is consistent with our
calculation and, if we use this result, the ratio is preserved. However, there is an important
difficulty here that cannot be overlooked. The divergence in the entropy density found
by [29] cannot be absorbed into the renormalization of the Newton constant, which is ξC
dependent. This is a problem since we have argued both the entanglement entropy and the
viscosity are proportional to the (renormalized) Newton constant.
On the other hand, the entropy can also be calculated in an Euclidean functional integral
approach from the one-loop effective action. In this case, one works off-shell and includes
the contributions of manifolds where β 6= 2π/κ. When the solution is not the Hartle-
Hawking instanton (β = 2π/κ), the manifolds have a conical singularity and therefore the
scalar curvature coupling contributes a delta function term to the partition function. The
resulting entropy is ξC dependent and can in fact be reabsorbed into the renormalized
Newton constant [30, 49]. However, there is an interpretational issue with this result. When
ξc > 1/6 the statistical mechanical contribution to the entropy seems to be negative, while
Sent = −Trρˆ ln ρˆ must be positive definite [50].
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The reason for this unusual behavior is rooted in the fact that the black hole entropy
has in this case an additional non-statistical term proportional to the integral of ϕ2 over the
horizon
SN = 2πξc
∫
H
ϕ2
√
−hd2x, (75)
which can be thought of as a Noether charge correction term [31]. Indeed, if one considers
a non-minimal field coupled to gravity
Igrav =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
R
16πG
+
1
2
(∇ϕ)2 − ξC
2
Rϕ2
)
(76)
the resulting theory is a scalar-tensor theory of gravity, whose classical Wald Noether charge
entropy [51] includes the correction (75). Note that this kind of correction is not limited to
non-minimally coupled scalar fields. It also appears in generic vector field theories [52]. The
black hole entropy is generally composed of three contributions: a statistical entanglement
entropy, the non-statistical “bare” gravitational entropy and the Noether charge term. In-
duced gravity models remove the need for the bare gravitational entropy, but they currently
cannot fully explain the existence of the Noether charge term from a statistical point of view
[53].
Hence our preliminary investigation of the viscosity to entropy density ratio in different
field theories has lead us to a key issue. Namely, while the η/s ratio seems to remain 1/4π
if we compare our entanglement viscosity only to the statistical entanglement entropy, in
general the relevant quantities are the black hole (Wald) entropy and likely a corresponding
general definition of viscosity. The problem is that the Wald entropy in general diffeomor-
phism invariant theory of gravity does not just depend on the horizon area. This does not
seem to fit with the induced gravity scenario implied by the thermodynamics of spacetime
argument, reviewed in Section III, where the horizon entropy is purely due to entanglement.
In this sense, the investigations [19] seem to lend some insight towards a possible res-
olution. In particular, different formulations of the equivalence principle and their role in
determining the characteristics of a gravitational theory may be the key point. The only
known theory of gravity consistent with the strong equivalence principle is Einstein gravity.
The strong equivalence principle implies that gravity is purely geometrical. Physics (gravity
included) is the same in any locally flat region of spacetime, which means GN is a universal
constant and there are no extra gravitational fields. Under these conditions the UV cut-
off ℓc should be a constant. However, in a general theory of gravity (such as scalar-tensor
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theories), the strong equivalence principle is not satisfied. Consequently, it is reasonable to
assume the UV cutoff to be dependent on the spacetime location. In this case it is necessary
to promote it to a spacetime field, which will have to be a dynamical one in order to assure
the background independence of the resulting gravitational theory. This is exactly what is
naturally suggested by the extensions of the spacetime thermodynamics approach beyond
General Relativity [19]. If this is true, it may be always possible to re-express the Wald
entropy in the form of an entanglement entropy by suitably characterizing the spacetime
dependence of ℓc
3. We leave this for future investigation.
We now move on to the viscosity to entropy density ratio in higher dimensions. To test
the ratio here we considered a free scalar field in higher even dimensional Rindler spacetimes.
This is again the simplest case, because in any odd spacetime dimension the scalar and stress
tensor Wightman functions are inverse fractional powers of spacetime interval. In these cases
the Fourier transform (59) has branch cuts, not just simple poles and the entire analysis
has to be re-done. Here we present the calculation in six dimensions.The scalar Wightman
function has form
G+(τ, x, y, ξ, ξ′) =
1
4π3
1
(λ+ ǫ(t)iǫ)2
. (77)
This form can be inserted into (55); otherwise the Kubo formula is unchanged. In the
Fourier transform we must now integrate over two additional transverse spatial directions
using the generalization of (61). The result is
G˜+xy,xy(ω, ξ, ξ
′) =
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ′
∫ ∞
ℓc
dξ
∫ ∞
−∞
eiωτdτ
3
140π3
κ2ξξ′
(ξ2 + ξ′2 − 2ξξ′ cosh(κτ))4 . (78)
Repeating the contour integration over τ and the integrations over ξ and ξ′, we find that
the viscosity is
η =
1
33600π3ℓ4c
. (79)
To compute the entropy density, we need the Planckian energy density for a gas of bosons
in six-dimensions. This has the form
ǫ =
2π5/2
(2π)5Γ(5/2)
Γ(6)ζ(6)T 6, (80)
3 A related proposal can be found in [54], where the authors found that Wald entropy evaluated on static,
spherically symmetric black hole solutions in generalized theories of gravity can be expressed as A/4Geff ,
where Geff is an effective gravitational coupling at the horizon.
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where Γ(x) is the gamma function and ζ(x) the Riemann zeta function. Our ansatz (34)
gives the lower dimensional energy density
ǫ4+1 =
κ
24192π3ℓ4c
. (81)
Using the Gibbs relation and the equation of state ǫ = 5P , we find an entropy density
s =
1
10080π2ℓ4c
, (82)
which means an η/s ratio of 3/10π.
It is fairly straightforward to extend the above calculation to even higher dimensions
(eight and ten) by modifying the Wightman function and the Planckian energy density.
These results show that in higher dimensions the ratio is a rational number factor (> 1)
times 1/4π. If there is not a mistake in our calculation, one could worry that the appearance
of the KSS ratio in four dimensions is simply an amazing coincidence.
However, this seems unlikely to us. One possibility is that in higher dimensions the
divergence of the entropy can only be absorbed into the renormalized Newton’s constant up
to an overall factor. While this is not the most likely explanation, so far we have found no
literature that conclusively addresses this question. Another issue is that the energy density
for the scalar field may not be purely Planckian in a higher dimensional Rindler space. This
is not out of the realm of possibility since, for example, it is known that higher spin fields
in Rindler do not have a Planckian form even in four dimensions [44]. Furthermore, the
vacuum expectation value in Rindler space is related to the conformal anomaly present for
fields on the conformally related metric of the Einstein universe [55]. In different spacetime
dimensions the conformal anomaly takes on different forms. In any case, it is conceivable
our result for the entropy density (82) could be incorrect.
Another more subtle possibility is that the naive extension of our simple ansatz for the
shear viscosity is not valid in higher dimensions. One could imagine, based on the membrane
paradigm [8, 9] that the entropy density and the viscosity of the Rindler horizon are in
fact controlled by a (d + 1)-dimensional CFT associated with the near-horizon degrees of
freedom. The idea of identifying the near-horizon degrees of freedom of a black hole with
a CFT has appeared many places in the literature [56], but in the past the CFT has been
thought of as being universally 1+1 dimensional and identified with physics in the radial
(ξ)-time (τ) plane. Perhaps our simple ansatz for Rindler space holography matches a more
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fundamental description only in the special case of a four dimensional spacetime, while in
higher dimensions it would not correctly reproduce the properties of the near-horizon theory.
However, this is all very speculative. Making these remarks more concrete will be subject
for future research.
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